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Introduction
No doubt; beekeeping equipment is vital to profitable beekeeping. As a beginner or experienced
beekeeper; a lot of decisions on choice of equipment depend on personal philosophy of life and
philosophy of beekeeping. Some people belief in making their own equipment while some think
it should be procured from the manufacturers because of precision. Whatever your decision,
you’ll have to decide where you stand. The bottom line is that beekeeping cannot be practiced in
isolation of some basic equipment.
The Centre for Bee Research & Development (CEBRAD) welcomes you to its 2018 catalog, a
one-stop shop, where we have all beekeeping equipment of your choice ranging from raising the
bees to producing honey and other bee products with brief description and their prices for your
consideration and order placement.
CEBRAD is a renowned tropical beekeeping organization for over two decades and we are well
versed in beekeeping equipment production and installations, production of training materials
and trading in bee products. All our materials and equipment are of the highest quality grade and
meet international standard coupled with a full 100% No-Risk Guarantee, speedy service and
professional advice. Just a phone call, email or WhatsApp chat will take you to the right place.
A new product, Multipurpose Honey extractor/Wax Meter, is been added to the stable of our
equipment. The equipment will extract honey and also render beeswax, serving duo purposes.
The beauty of this equipment is the diverse sources of heat which range from electric heater to
gas, kerosene stove, charcoal etc. Try out this equipment and save some money.

CEBRAD MODIFIED KENYAN TOP-BAR HIVE

LANGSTROTH HIVE

APE 001
APE 002
This hive is very suitable for tropical
beekeeping and very easy to manipulate on
the field. It is made to accommodate 20-25
top-bars incorporated with inner feeder,
queen excluder and division board. The small
windows at both sides are meant to provide
adequate ventilation for the colony especially
during migration and dry season.
Price: N12,500

PLASTIC QUEEN EXCLUDER
(HIVE ACCESSORY)

This hive is most widely used all over the
world for ease of bees’ manipulation. It
comes in components of brood chamber of
462x372x240mm inner dimension similar
with super. Other accessories are the bottom
board, inner and outer cover with a zincplated metal sheet, and frames (10 each in
brood and super bodies) wired to make them
sturdy to prevent combs from being
damaged during hive movement and honey
extraction.
Price: N22,000

BEE DRESS AND BEE VEIL

APE 004
APE 003
Our bee dress is made of white color khaki or
Queen excluder is used to confine queen in
chinos material which consists of normal
the brood area of the hive so as to prevent
dress, veil with gloves and gauntlet. The wrist
her from laying eggs in the honey area. In our and ankle are bee-proof with elastic rubber.
new improved KTB, queen excluder is used
Because of the texture of the material, it is
for this purpose as utilized in Langstroth hive; easy to work with the African bees without

and it helps in good quality honey and higher
productivity.
Price: N2,500

too much perspiration. The bee dress is big
enough to make movement free and avoiding
bee stings penetrating it.
Bee veil can be purchased as spare for
replacement of spoilt one.
Prices:
Bee Dress: N8,500
Bee Veil: N3,500

ESTABLISHED COLONY

PACKAGED BEES

APE 005
Established colony is meant for newbie in the
beekeeping vocation as foundation stock to
start up the enterprise. Our established
colony is sold with the hive and all the
accessories in it for colony build up. We also
provide colony records attached to it.
Established colony can be purchased
throughout the year.
Price: N15,000
(Excluding Transportation)

APE 006
Our packaged bees are used for the
establishment of new colonies especially for
beginner beekeeper who couldn’t get natural
swarm on time or for expansion purpose.
Each pack is provided with a newly mated
and laying queen, and some thousands of
worker bees. Packaged bees are usually
booked and paid for in advance not later
than the month of April in the year. All
packaged bees will be supplied latest by midNovember of same year.
Price: N5,000
(Excluding Transportation)

QUEEN CAGE

APE 007

QUEEN CLIP

APE 008

Queen Clip is used to isolate the queen
Queen Cage is used to isolate the queen from during colony manipulation and later
the colony to safeguard her especially in the
returned after the exercise. It’s made of hard
packaged bee or during queen rearing
plastic material and long lasting.
program where many queens emerge almost
Price: N1,500
at the same time. It is made of toughened
plastic material that can be used as many
times as possible.
Price: N1,000

SMOKER

APE 009
Our smoker comes in two sizes, jumbo and
small sizes. Smoker is important apiary
equipment used to calm down the bees
during inspection, harvesting and or colony

BEE BRUSH

APE 010
Bee brush is a hand-held material used to
brush off clinging bees from the surface of
the comb during hive inspection, harvesting

manipulation in order to break the
communication pheromone transmission
amongst the worker bees.

or colony manipulation. It is made of soft
plastic or wooden material that cannot hurt
the bees.

Prices:
Big Size: N7,500
Small size: N5,000

Price: N1,800

HIVE TOOL

OBSERVATION GLASS HIVE

APE 011
This is a spring material used to prime out
top-bars or frames attached to the hive body
with propolis. The bees make propolis to
block any crevices that may be used by the
intruders like pests and predators. It is made
of stainless still material which cannot
contaminate the hive products.
Price: N3,000

APE 012
Our Observation Glass Hive is constructed
with well-seasoned wood that is non-toxic to
the bees to observe the bee colony activities
mostly for research purposes to monitor
specific activity in the colony; and for
teaching basic beekeeping course.
Price: N15,000

CEBRAD QUEEN REARING SYSTEM

APE 013
It consists of Lay Cage, Front Cover and Plug.
With our Queen Rearing System, you will
produce your own queen with ease using not
more than 24 hours day-old larvae.
Price: N3,500

SWARM CATCHER

APE 014
The hive, with 5 top-bars, is quite adequate
for swarm catching during the swarming
season. Built with inner feeder to take care of
the swarm before final establishment in the
normal hive. The swarm catcher is built with
high quality seasoned wood that is non-toxic
to the bees.
Price: N4,500

HONEY PRESS (STAINLESS STEEL)

3-FRAME CENTRIFUGAL EXTRACTOR

PRE 101
PRE 102
Our honey Press comes with different
designs. Manual with hydraulic jack and
other incorporated with water heater for
crystalized honey.

3-Frame Centrifugal Extractor is used for
frame hive extraction of honey. It comes with
gear system that aids spinning and
constructed with stainless steel.

Prices: N75,000
Price: N130,000

MULTIPURPOSE HONEY EXTRACTOR/WAX
MELTER

FILTER PRESS

PRE 103
Our Multipurpose Honey Extractor/Wax
Melter is made of stainless steel materials,
easy to use and fast. The beauty of this
machine is the source of heat which can be
electric heater, gas cooker, charcoal,
kerosene stove or firewood.
Prices: N85,000 – N125,000

PRE 104
Made of stainless steel material for high
speed filtration of crude honey after
extraction. It is good for commercial honey
packers.
For quotation, please contact us

HAND PUCH – API 016
Hand punch is used to
remove a day to 2-day old
eggs with the comb for
queen rearing exercise.
Price: N850

DOUBLE FILTRATION MESH

COMPLETE PROCESSING PLANT

PRE 105
Double Stainless Steel Honey Strainer for
honey filtration is very ideal for low- medium
scale beekeeper whose quantity of honey to
be processed is small. It can be integrated to
honey press or used separately.
Prices: N25,700 - N30,000

BASIC BEEKEEPING COURSE

PRE 006
This equipment can process 3 -4 tons of
honey per day and can be incorporated with
Honey dehumidifier.
For further information about the machine,
please call 08066744545 or send email to
cebrad@cebrad.com

POLLEN DRIER

EBC-100
The Basic Beekeeping Course will equip you
with quality beekeeping information and a
results-driven mindset. An online course with
a day practical session, BBC will expose you
to the rudiments of beekeeping for the
beginners with no hassle. For detail
information send email to
cebrad@cebrad.com.
Course Fee: N15,000

PRE 108
The equipment dries 5-10 kg of pollen in 24
hours. Air heating is obtained by means of
2x500W electric resistors with thermostat.
Hot air is circulated by a fan installed on top

of the equipment. The temperature is
determined with the aid of thermometer.
Quotation on request.
FOUNDATIONS OF BEEKEEPING IN THE
TROPICS
Bidemi Ojeleye, 1999
225 pages
Soft Cover
ISBN:978-044-271-5

QUEEN REARING DEMYSTIFIED: A HAND
BOOK OF RAISING YOUR OWN QUEEN WITH
EASE
Bidemi Ojeleye, 2014
118 Pages
Soft Cover
ISBN:978-978-52847-7-5

BLM 01

BLM 02

The concept of the book is that of technically
oriented manual aimed at combining
explanation of keeping bees from site
assessment to bee products processing
coupled with the economic context in which
it operates.

The book addresses the problems being
faced by beekeepers as a result of frequent
swarming and absconding of our race of bees
leading to colossal loss of hive produce and
investment. A well explained and thoroughly
illustrated with diagrams and pictures, the
book is expected to dispel the myth
associated with rearing own queen for use.

Price: N3,000

Price: N3,500

STEP BY STEP GUIDE TO PROFITABLE
BEEKEEPING
Bidemi Ojeleye, 2017
415 Pages
E-Book
ISBN 978-978-961-176-8

CERTIFIED MASTER BEEKEEPING COURSE
ABC-201
An exclusive program that helps in bringing
your skills to the highest level in beekeeping
and makes you a Certified Master Beekeeper.
There is really no comparable program
available that will produce similar result
presently in Nigeria. For detail information
send email to cebrad@cebrad.com.
Course Fee: N50,000
QUEEN REARING COURSE
ABC-202

BLM 03
Step by Step Guide to Profitable Beekeeping
is an exclusive book that helps in bringing
your skills to the highest level and making
you a Certified Master Beekeeper revealing
the secrets to unending cash earnings from
honey and other hive products. The title of
the book is what discovers in its contents.

Do you know you’re just keeper of bees and
not beekeeper if you really don’t know how
to raise your own queens for your colony
survival? To join our queen rearing course,
send email to cebrad@cebrad.com.
Couse Fee: N40,000

Price: N3,000
AVAILABLE BEE PRODUCTS

1. Pure Honey
2. Beeswax
3. Propolis
Prices on request

CONSULTANCY SERVICES
We offer consultancy services from apiary
establishment to turnkey beekeeping project
including project appraisal and designing.
For more information send email to
cebrad@cebrad.com or
cebradportal@gmail.com.

HONEY REFRACTOMETER

REFRACTOMETER + POLARIMETER
Repo-1

STANEQP 02
STANEQP 01
Honey refractometer is used by beekeepers
and honey packers to measure the moisture
content of honey. Technically, refractometer
measures the refractive index of a
substance.
For price quotation call 08066744545,
08092522204 or cebrad@cebrad.com,
cebradportal@gmail.com.

Measuring Brix, Specific Rotation, Angle of
Rotation, International Sugar Scale, Purity,
Concentration and Temperature, all in 1
touch! A portable POLARIMETER that you can
bring with you anywhere.
For price quotation call 08066744545,
08092522204 or cebrad@cebrad.com,
cebradportal@gmail.com.

Note: The Centre reserves the right to change the prices without prior notification. All prices are
exclusive of transportation.
Do you need any beekeeping equipment that is not included in this brochure? Please contact us
through phone on 08066744545, 09057760404 or send email to cebrad@cebrad.com,
cebradportal@gmail.com. Always quote the CODE NUMBER of the item you wish to
purchase.

